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We report real-time observations of the folding and melting of
DNA by probing two active sites of a hairpin structure, the bases
and the stem end, and using an ultrafast T-jump. Studies at
different initial temperatures (before, during, and after melting)
provide the time scale of water heating (<20 ps), single-strand
destacking (700 ps to 2 ns), and hairpin destacking (microseconds
and longer) in solutions of various ionic strengths and pH values.
The behavior of transient changes gives direct evidence to the
existence of intermediate collapsed structures, labile in destacking
but compact in nature, and indicates that melting is not a two-state
process. We propose a landscape that is defined by these nucle-
ation structures and destacking for efficient folding and melting.

biopolymers � macromolecular folding � ultrafast T-jump

The folding of a biomolecule is an inherently complex process
involving an energy landscape that describes the possible

conformations and nuclear/segment motions (1–7). Different
time scales (8–10) are involved and span the slow, large-
amplitude motions and fast, local motions. The former is the
rate-limiting step in the folding process and involves the passage
through basins and barriers of the energy surface, ultimately
reaching the final native structure. In contrast, elementary local
motions are those of structures that may or may not be transient
intermediates; their existence is critical to the description of the
pathways and rates of folding and melting. Such elementary
motions are often hidden from detection when the time reso-
lution used is relatively long. Much work has been done on
protein folding and their energy landscapes. For DNA and RNA,
the melting problem (11) is usually identified in textbooks by two
states:

folded state (F)º unfolded state (U); [1]

however, recent reports (12–14) have suggested the existence of
intermediates for hairpin nucleic acids from experiments with
�10-ns or longer time resolution.

To directly observe the elementary processes of folding and
melting, we invoked the methodology of a T-jump with an
ultrashort time resolution that reaches the thermal limit of water
heating (15). The system is perturbed to a nonequilibrium state,
and its relaxation toward a new equilibrium state is monitored in
real time by using a probe pulse. We use two active sites for
probing: the actual base dynamics through the evolution of the
hypochromicity of bases and the stem-end degree of folding
through the evolution of a fluorescence marker (Fig. 1). The
observations were made in the time window of picoseconds to
nanoseconds at different initial temperatures (before, during,
and after melting) and for solutions of various pH values and
ionic strengths (buffer, water, and sodium hydroxide). The
hairpin secondary structure, besides being the building block of
tertiary structures, also is important in biological function, e.g.,
folding initiation, ligand binding, and replication and transcrip-
tion (16, 17).

Results and Discussion
Melting at Steady State. Because UV absorbance increases upon
destacking, the so-called hypochromic effect, a rise in temper-

ature causes an increase in absorbance due to loss of stacking
(18). The thermal titration curves of Fig. 2 a and c show the
sigmoidal ‘‘melting curves’’ for DNA with the transition nor-
mally attributed to a two-state melting model; the changes in
absorption and fluoresence spectra are shown in Fig. 2 b and d.
For this hairpin sequence, the melting temperature in water was
found to be �15°C lower than that in the buffer, indicating that
the highly charged DNA backbone is somewhat destabilized due
to the lack of counterions (19). In contrast, in the sodium
hydroxide solution, a nearly linear temperature response with no
transition was observed. As it is well known, in such a denaturing
solution the hairpin conformation becomes much less stable,
providing a medium for the probing of extended single-strand
structures.

The absorption experiments are blind to the local conforma-
tion of the stem end. In the hairpin structure, where end-to-end
contacts are formed, the marker is nearly stacked with a guanine
residue at the opposite end. Because of electron transfer, the
fluorescence is greatly quenched when the ends stack and is
recovered when they are far apart (20). Thus, the fluorescence
intensity increases with temperature, as we observed experimen-
tally. Similar to the behavior observed by probing the bases in
buffer and water solutions, the stem end of the hairpin undergoes
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the oligonucleotide hairpin structure (25 residues)
used in this study. A fluorescence marker (R6G dye) is attached to the 5� end
of the strand. The probing of the base (Left) and stem-end (Right) conforma-
tional changes is highlighted. The sequence of the oligonucleotide is shown
below the markers.
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an apparent two-state transition; whereas in sodium hydroxide
the DNA molecules are in the unfolded state. We note that the
fluorescence of the marker decreases as temperature increases,

due to the decreased polarity by cytosine’s shielding at lower
temperatures; when titrating free R6G with cytosine we ob-
served similar behavior.

Base Destacking Dynamics. For dynamic studies, we first per-
formed measurements of the UV transient absorption of the
bases by using a probe pulse at 266 nm and after an ultrafast
T-jump at the 1.5-�m energy absorbed by the water molecules.
We performed numerous experiments of this kind; Fig. 3
summarizes the results for three temperatures and three solu-
tions. The temperature jump was calibrated (15), and here we
used up to 10°C T-jump to probe the transition region. For all
initial temperatures, the temporal response shows two rising
components over a time scale of 4.8 ns. An ultrafast rise (�20 ps)
describes the desolvation process initiated by the T-jump, the
picosecond rotational and translational motions of the water
heated up (15). The other component is on a longer time scale,
and its rise with time indicates that the bases become less stacked
after the T-jump, consistent with the observed trend of hypo-
chromicity at steady state. In water solution, the rise time ranges
from 700 ps to 1.1 ns, whereas rise times in the buffer and sodium
hydroxide are �2.1 ns and �1.5 ns, respectively, all of which are
in the postmelting regime (70°C).

For an initial temperature far below the transition tempera-
ture (�50°C in the buffer and �35°C in water), the T-jump does
not result in a rise of absorbance, whereas at 40°C and 70°C the
rise is clear, with a larger amplitude for the latter. Therefore, it

Fig. 2. Melting curves and spectra of the DNA hairpin. (a) Measured UV
absorptivity at different conditions: salt buffer (50 mM Na�/30 mM phosphate,
pH 7); Barnstead Nanopure water (18 M�); and sodium hydroxide solution (1 M).
(b) UV absorption spectra of DNA in different solutions and at different temper-
atures (20°C and 70°C). (c) Fluorescence of the marker (excitation at 530 nm) in
different solutions. The fluorescence intensity is integrated from 550 to 650 nm.
(d) Fluorescenceemissionspectra (excitationat530nm)ofdifferent solutionsand
at different temperatures. In a and c, the melting curves are fitted to a two-state
model for DNA in water and the buffer; in sodium hydroxide solutions, the curves
connecting the experimental points only serve to guide the eye. The melting
curves and spectra are scaled for a better view.

Fig. 3. Transient evolution of hypochromicity of the oligonucleotides after
the ultrafast T-jump, measured for different solutions and three initial tem-
peratures. The filled and empty circles represent experimental data, and the
smooth curves are the best fits to a deconvoluted single-exponential function.
The T-jump also is illustrated (blue line) in the bottom graph.
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is evident that the (nanosecond) rise is due to the destacking
dynamics of single strands and that the destacking of the hairpin
occurs on a much longer time scale (microseconds), consistent
with a larger stabilization energy for the hairpin; the energy
barrier is � 8 kcal/mol for the opening/closing of a double helix
(21, 22). Furthermore, the increase in rise time upon going from
the water to the buffer is correlated with the stability due to an
increase in ionic strength.

Further support of the time scale for destacking in melted
structure comes from the changes in amplitude observed at
different initial temperatures and in different solutions. The
relative transient amplitudes are nearly independent of the initial
temperature in sodium hydroxide, whereas the transient shows
a higher relative amplitude in water (�70%) than in buffer
(�50%) at 40°C. These trends indicate that base destacking
occurs at a lower initial temperature in water and that melted
chains are responsible for the observed transients. It is significant
that the time scale involved in destacking dynamics of single
strands is at least two orders of magnitude shorter than that of
double helix structures (8, 23). It is, however, consistent with the
time range (�1 ns) deduced for local structural elements rear-
rangement of a free chain (10).

Stem-End Motion. In contrast to UV transient absorption, which
detects stacking motions, time-resolved fluorescence of the
marker is sensitive to local conformational changes near the stem

end. As mentioned above for the hairpin structure, the marker
fluorescence must increase after the T-jump as the structure
extends into single strands. Consistent with this picture, in Fig.
4, the observed transients (f luorescence detection) display a rise
(fluorescence increase) in buffer and water solutions but show a
decay (fluorescence decrease) in sodium hydroxide; the time
constant is �5 ns.

The most striking observation is the unexpected increase in
fluorescence in the postmelting regime at 70°C for the buffer and
water solutions. We expected the hairpin and single-stranded
structure to have opposite behavior after the T-jump: a rise of
the fluorescence with time for the former structure and a
decrease of the fluorescence with time for the latter. Indeed, in
sodium hydroxide solution, a decay was observed for all tem-
peratures studied. In buffer and water, if the melting transition
process can truly be expressed by a two-state model, the steady
state sigmoidal behavior gives the hairpin structure population
to be �70% at 20°C and �5% at 70°C. Because of this change
in population at the two temperatures, the dynamics should show
a dramatic opposite change, but, surprisingly, such a change was
not observed here; only a rising signal is detected. The fluores-
cence relaxation at 70°C resembles the one at 20°C, retaining
�30% of the amplitude.

The transient fluorescence results indicate the existence of a
new intermediate melted state with a collapsed structure where
the marker is still in contact with the guanine residue at the other

Fig. 4. Transient evolution of the fluorescence marker after the T-jump, measured for different solutions and for three initial temperatures. The excitation is
at 530 nm, and the intensity is collected with a 550-nm, long-pass filter. The filled and empty circles represent experimental data, and the smooth curves are the
best fits to a single-exponential function. In water and buffer solutions, the amplitudes are to scale, whereas, in sodium hydroxide, the amplitudes are
normalized.
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end. Such a collapsed structure will not be detected in the
steady-state melting curves because of the insensitivity to par-
tially unfolded species in solution. Even the UV transient
experiments will not reveal the difference between the collapsed
and extended single-strand state. It should be mentioned that,
for the DNA sequence we used here, thermodynamic calcula-
tions of melting (24) suggest that the self-complementary duplex
structure is much less stable than the hairpin conformation and
has a lower melting temperature by �20°C, which is contrary to
the observations made in Fig. 2. Furthermore, steady-state
experiments at different concentrations did not show evidence of
a concentration-dependent melting behavior. Accordingly, the
dynamics contributed by the duplexes are negligible.

Melting and Folding Landscape. Given the observations reported
here, we are in a position to suggest the landscape picture for
melting and folding (Fig. 5). The process at the molecular level
involves two types of structures, both of which are partially
stacked, but one is extended and the other is a compact collapsed
structure. The collapsed intermediate is stable because its
population (�30%) on our observed nanosecond time scale is
unlikely from the folded state (high energy barrier; microsecond
time scale) or from the unfolded extended state because it
requires an intrachain diffusion on the microsecond time scale.
We estimated this diffusion time, as done for polypeptides (25),
by using the Szabo, Schulten, and Schulten theory (26, 27). The
destacking dynamics, with its nanosecond time scale, represents
another coordinate of the landscape and is a facilitator of
structural changes. The compact intermediate is a ‘‘nucleation
site’’ on the energy landscape for a whole family of conforma-
tions. This nucleation greatly reduces the configurational space
and thus allows for an efficient search of the native structure.

The biological significance of the observed time scales and
intermediate structures can perhaps be summarized in the
following points. First, the time scale of water reorientation is
indeed ultrafast (�20 ps), but that of destacking in a single strand
is �1 ns, which in turn is at least three orders of magnitude faster
than that of the hairpin. The �1-ns time scale is interestingly
similar to that of small segment torsional motions (28, 29), but
more importantly it is short enough, on the time scale of global
motions, to allow for the reduction of internal friction and the
optimization of cooperativity in folding. Second, melting is not

strictly a two-state process, and the identification of a collapsed
(end-to-end contact) structure in the postmelting regime, with
destacking mobility, indicates that the search for the native
structure is designed for an effective pathway and rate of folding.
Finally, these structures relate to those identified as ‘‘premelting
states’’ (30) in that they have the capability to function as
efficient binding sites for drugs or enzymes. These structures
could not be observed with previous methods using slower time
resolution or at steady state.

The above three-state picture of melting and folding raises
some new questions. The role of the solvent on the picosecond
time scale is significant and raises the issue of its involvement. It
is possible that the fast motion of water molecules is a doorway-
aiding process for forming the intermediate ensemble from the
configurations of unfolded structures. This formation process
would be analogous to the slaving of protein folding by solvent
motion, primarily by the dielectric relaxation of bulk solvent on
the time scale of �10�11 sec (31). Another issue is the thermo-
dynamics and kinetics of relatively small systems (32). How sharp
should the transition be in a finite system? Because the free
energy difference is the product of the number of particles
involved and difference in chemical potential, the coexistence of
more than two states in melting is possible for small systems.
And, finally, one must ask the question raised more than 30 years
ago: What is the nature of phase transitions with end effects (33)
in such biopolymers? Stimulated by the experimental results
reported here, theoretical models of helix-to-coil transitions with
specific microscopic structural motifs and dynamics can now be
developed, together with experiments for the study of these
transitions in proteins (34, 35) using our ultrafast T-jump.

Materials and Methods
The 25-nt DNA strand studied here is a synthesized oligonu-
cleotide that readily forms a hairpin under physiological
conditions. The complimentary bases on both ends (5�-
CCCCAA and TTGGGG-3�) form a double helix stem, and
the other residues in the middle of the strand form a loop
(Fig. 1); the marker (R6G dye) is at the 5� position for the same
sequence (20). The experimental apparatus is detailed in
ref. 15.

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation and the
Physical Biology Center for Ultrafast Science and Technology.

Fig. 5. The landscape picture for DNA hairpin folding and melting. The free-energy surface with multiple global minima depicts folded, collapsed (compact)
intermediate, and single-stranded structures. A schematic of the different structures is also shown.
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